Option RecordPeaks

Learn how to use the Option RecordPeaks config.txt directive to enable recording of select operational values to messages.txt as they reach peak values in EZproxy.

Option RecordPeaks enables the recording of select operational values to messages.txt as they reach new peak values. The values recorded are the maximum number of user sessions, concurrent transfers, and virtual hosts.

When EZproxy is started or restarted, the number of user sessions starts at the number of sessions active when EZproxy was last shut down, the number of concurrent transfers starts at 0, and the number of virtual hosts starts at the number of virtual hosts assigned when EZproxy was last shutdown.

EZproxy checks the peak values once per minute, and if any of the values have increased, the current peak values for all three are recorded to messages.txt.

Option RecordPeaks is a non-repeatable position-independent config.txt directive.

Syntax

- Option RecordPeaks

Examples

Enable the recording of peak values.

- Option RecordPeaks